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The structure and polarity of step edges on cleaved CaF2(111) are investigated by non-contact

atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy. Ledges produced by

cleaving the crystal appear with two distinctly different polarities denoted as type I and type II

arising from the sectioning of ledges with steps having different polarities. With respect to the

stoichiometric terrace, the surface potential is slightly reduced at ledges predominately composed

of type I steps, while the potential of ledges predominantly composed of type II steps is

significantly higher (typically 100 mV). We propose that the positive potential of type II steps

stems from low coordinated Ca2þ ions inducing a dipole at step edges and confirm this by

atomically resolved NC-AFM images revealing the Ca2þ ion sub-lattice with repulsive-mode

imaging contrast. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4739944]

Ionic materials are of importance in microelectronics as

they can be used as electrically insulating layers in devices

like, for instance, MgO as a giant magnetic resistance mate-

rial in a tunnel junction.1,2 Besides oxides, CaF2 (fluorite) as

a strongly ionic compound and excellent electrical insulator,

has been introduced as an electronic material for tunnel junc-

tions,3 field effect transistors,4 phototransistors,5 and electro-

luminescent devices.6 Fluorite is well suited for electronics

applications as by epitaxial growth on Si(111) and Si(001)

surfaces, it can well be integrated into conventional micro-

electronics technology,7 although, there are limitations as

fluorite is susceptible to electron induced degradation.8,9 For

the practical use of insulating ionic materials, the knowledge

of surface properties like the local electrostatic surface

potential is of great importance as, for instance, surface step

structures often contain charged defects,10,11 which strongly

influence the local surface potential.12

Here, we investigate ledges and specifically their surface

potential on CaF2(111) surfaces prepared by cleaving in the

ultra-high vacuum (UHV). By high resolution non-contact

atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) imaging,13,14 we reveal

that ledges formed by cleaving can be decomposed in a se-

ries of steps with distinctly different character, namely type I

and type II steps where, depending on the ledge direction,

one of the step types may dominate. By Kelvin probe force

microscopy (KPFM),15 we demonstrate that the electrostatic

potential at ledges predominantly formed of type II step

edges is about 100 mV higher than the potential of ledges

predominantly formed by type I steps. Cleaving produces

non-equilibrium step structures composed of ledges mostly

forming acute angles with each other.16 This is in contrast to

the surface preparation of fluorite type crystals where anneal-

ing to high temperature17–20 creates a thermodynamic equi-

librium morphology dominated by hexagonal structures with

step edges parallel to h�110i surface directions. Below, we

demonstrate, however, that the ledges found on cleaved

surfaces are composed of sections of h�110i steps (see dis-

cussion of results shown in Fig. 5) and, therefore, we start

here with a discussion of the atomic structure of such steps

in very detail by the model presented in Fig. 1. This is a

schematic representation of a fluorite island with a height of

one F-Ca-F triple layer drawn as an epitaxial continuation of

the underneath CaF2(111) surface. Due to the stacking of

(111) planes in fluorite, the triple layer of the island and the

triple layer of the surface exhibit the same orientation, but

equivalent ions are shifted laterally along [�211] by

x¼ aCaF2
=
ffiffiffi

6
p
¼ 223 pm, where aCaF2

is the CaF2 lattice con-

stant. The regularly shaped island has step edges parallel to

h�110i directions. Two adjacent steps include an angle of

120� and have alternating type I and type II character as la-

beled by black and white arrows, respectively. The existence

of two different kinds of step edges is a result of the three-

fold symmetry of the (111) surface of fluorite. When cross-

ing a step perpendicular to a step edge, the direction of

descent from the island to the surface determines the step

character. Descending a step in [�211], [1�21], or [11�2] direc-

tion implies type I character while descending a step in the

opposite directions, namely [2�1�1], [�12�1], or [�1�12] implies a

type II step. As a consequence, two steps belonging to one

island are always of opposite type if they are adjacent or if

they are parallel to each other. Type I and type II steps can

also be characterized by their facets: type I steps predomi-

nantly form neutral {110} and {111} facets21,22 while type II

steps predominantly form polar {001} facets as indicated by

the dotted lines in Fig. 1(b).21

Experiments are performed in a UHV system operated

at a base pressure in the low 10�10 mbar range with a com-

mercial room temperature AFM/STM system (Omicron

NanoTechnology GmbH, Taunusstein, Germany). Silicon

cantilevers (p-doped, 0.015 Xcm specific resistance) with an

eigenfrequency of about 275 kHz and a stiffness of about

30 N/m (Type NCH, Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel, Switzer-

land) are used for atomic resolution NC-AFM studies while

KPFM measurements, which are done simultaneously toa)Electronic addresses: barth@cinam.univ-mrs.fr and reichling@uos.de.
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lower resolution NC-AFM imaging, are performed with can-

tilevers having an eigenfrequency of about 74 kHz and a

stiffness of about 3 N/m (Type FM, Nanoworld AG, Neuchâtel,

Switzerland). Cantilevers are Arþ ion-sputtered prior to their

use in experiments to remove tip contamination. KPFM meas-

urements are performed in the frequency modulation mode,23

where the bias voltage is the sum of a DC voltage VDC and a

sinusoidally modulated voltage with an amplitude of

VAC¼ 1.5 V (modulation frequency fAC¼ 474 Hz). During

imaging, the electrostatic tip-surface interaction is minimized

by a feedback loop regulating VDC to obtain zero force for the

first harmonic at fAC as measured by a lock-in detector. KPFM

images display the inverted value of the regulated voltage VDC

applied between the tip and the electrically conducting sample

support plate. A descriptive interpretation of KPFM contrast

formation and its relation to the surface potential on the insu-

lating crystal is given in the supporting information.24 Surface

preparation comprises cleaning the crystal by annealing at

880 K in UHV and cleaving the crystal along the (111) plane

after cooling to room temperature with a device described in

detail elsewhere.25 Subsequently, the crystal is annealed at a

temperature of 460 K to remove excess surface charge and is

transferred to the force microscopy system.

Figure 2(a) shows the typical nanometer scale surface

topography as obtained with NC-AFM while Fig. 2(b) repre-

sents the simultaneously recorded KPFM image. The cross-

sectional analysis shown in Fig. 2(c) reveals that the surface

morphology is dominated by atomically flat terraces sepa-

rated by steps with a F-Ca-F triple-layer height of

hTL¼ aCaF2
=
ffiffiffi

3
p
¼ 315 pm or an integer multiple of this

height. As seen in Fig. 2(a), cleaving produces ledges enclos-

ing angles of typically 30� to 45� with each other. Many of

them are aligned parallel to [10�1] which is a member of the

family of preferred direction of steps on fluorite (see

Fig. 1).17 A striking observation in the topography image is

the bright appearance of ledges (see also cross-section in

FIG. 1. Model of an island on the CaF2 (111) surface

in top view (a) and side view (b) with main crystallo-

graphic directions. Type I and type II steps are labeled

by black and white arrows, respectively. The magnifica-

tion (c) includes a positively charged F� and a nega-

tively charged Ca2þF� vacancy (white and black

arrows) at a type II step edge.

FIG. 2. NC-AFM image (a) and simultaneously recorded KPFM image (b)

of ledges on the CaF2 (111) surface. The white arrows in frame (a) indicate

kink sites exhibiting an enhanced surface potential contrast. The line profile

(c) reveals step edges with a height corresponding to one or two F-Ca-F tri-

ple layers and shows the corresponding KPFM contrast variations.
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Fig. 2(c)) and even more pronounced bright kinks (see

arrows in Fig. 2(a)). In accordance with earlier observations,

we find that the contrast enhancement of ledges and kinks is

a small artifact in images like the ones shown here but the

effect is very pronounced when the KPFM compensation is

not activated during topography imaging.26 This points to

electrostatic interactions being the origin of the contrast

enhancement what is confirmed by simultaneously taken

KPFM images as the one shown in Fig. 2(b). Ledges appear

bright what implies a more positive potential than present on

the terraces, which are perfectly stoichiometric, neutral, and

free of dipoles.24 Important to note is the discrete nature of

the charging, namely, the bright contrast at ledges is not ho-

mogeneous but appears as a chain of more or less pro-

nounced spots while it is specifically strong at kink sites (see

arrows in Fig. 2(a)). Presumably, this stems from a local var-

iation of the potential determined by the atomic scale sub-

structure of the ledges.

Figure 3 shows ledges after cleaving and heating the

same crystal a second time. As a result of different cleaving

conditions, the ledges now have a certain inclination with

respect to the [�110] direction, as determined from images

with atomic resolution (see below). The analysis of the step

structure demonstrates that the charging behavior strongly

depends on the orientation of the ledge in the surface plane.

The zigzag lines in black and white shown in Fig. 3(a) are a

schematic representation of the decomposition of the ledges

enclosing one of the terraces into sections of type I steps

(black lines and black arrows) and type II steps (white lines

and white arrow). Note that the sectioning is schematically

shown on a much larger length scale to visualize that the left

ledge is a type I ledge, i.e., predominantly composed of type

I steps while the right ledge is a type II ledge, i.e., predomi-

nantly composed of type II steps. However, the true section-

ing is due to type I and II steps having an average length

smaller than the lateral resolution of NC-AFM images taken

at this scale. The striking observation is that type I ledges do

not exhibit a bright contrast in the KPFM image but have a

slightly more negative potential than the terrace. On the

contrary, type II ledges appear bright corresponding to a

KPFM potential difference of 70 mV with respect to the neu-

tral terraces. Performing the same type of decomposition of

the ledges in Fig. 2 reveals that all of them are exclusively or

predominantly composed of type II steps consistently

explaining their continuous bright appearance.

The key to understanding the potential of step edges is a

detailed analysis of the atomic structures of type I and II

steps. The structures of both types of steps are schematically

depicted in Fig. 4 in a top view (a) and in a side view (b) per-

pendicular to the surface along the [�1�12] direction. Type II

steps are shown in two possible configurations where model

IIa represents a stoichiometric step while model IIb repre-

sents a non-stoichiometric step with the lower row of 2-fold

fluorine ions along the step edge missing. The schematic ball

model shown in Fig. 4(a) is superimposed to the result of a

NC-AFM measurement exhibiting atomic corrugation and is

drawn as a virtual F-Ca-F triple-layer on top of the surface,

i.e., as an epitaxial continuation with the stacking of the fluo-

rite crystal. An unambiguous assignment of surface direc-

tions for this and all other images taken on the same crystal

is possible as the atomically resolved NC-AFM image

reveals typical features of the triangular contrast (highlighted

by the white bordered triangles in Fig. 4(a)) that identifies all

atomic positions in the topmost F-Ca-F triple-layer of the

(111) surface.27,28

In KPFM imaging, type I steps hardly exhibit any con-

trast. This is in accordance with the fact, that they form

{111} facets with the same arrangement of ions as the (111)

terraces. The slight dark contrast, however, points to a net

negative potential that presumably stems from additional

FIG. 3. NC-AFM image (a) and simultaneously recorded KPFM image (b)

of a step structure composed of type I and type II ledges. The sectioning in

type I and type II regions is schematically depicted by black and white sec-

tions and arrows according to the model introduced in Fig. 1. Note that the

sectioning is drawn here out of scale to demonstrate that the left ledge is pre-

dominantly composed of type I steps while the right ledge is predominantly

composed of type II steps.

FIG. 4. (a) Model of a F-Ca-F triple layer island with type I and type II step

edges superimposed to an atomically resolved topography image obtained

with a positively terminated tip. The triangular shape image contrast

(enhanced by white triangles at two ion sites) unambiguously defines the

directions in the surface plane (see Refs. 27 and 28). To yield the regular

hexagonal surface pattern, the NC-AFM image has been corrected for ther-

mal drift. The small white circles in the model mark the outermost row of

5-fold coordinated Ca2þ ions which is either coordinated to a lower row of

2-fold coordinated F� ions (type IIa step) or not (type IIb step). (b) Side

view on the model step structure visualizing the coordination of ions (indi-

cated by small black lines).
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fluorine ions at kink positions. To explain this, we recall that

in the bulk of fluorite, anti-Frenkel-disorder is the dominant

mechanism for intrinsic defect creation.29 Even at room tem-

perature, a small but finite number of F� ions on interstitial

positions is present in the crystal where the charge of these

ions is compensated by anion vacancy defects.30 For the

(111) surface, it has been predicted that fluorine ions located

at type I step or kink positions are energetically favored by

1.52 and 2.25 eV compared to fluorine ions on interstitial

sites.31 Therefore, interstitial-vacancy pairs in the near sur-

face region form a Frenkel-Debye boundary layer where flu-

orine ions are located at step edges and kink sites while

positive vacancies remain below the surface. However, the

effective polarization is very small as a simulation predicts31

only about 10 fluorine ions per lm2 what is in qualitative

agreement with our experimental findings where {111} fac-

ets hardly show any but a dark contrast.

The edge forming Ca2þ ions of a stoichiometric step

(type IIa) are low coordinated as they have only 5 next neigh-

bor fluorine ions in comparison to the 7 neighbors for a Ca2þ

ion in the terrace (see Figs. 1(c) and 4(a)). We assume here

that the last step forming row of fluorines is located below the

latter Ca2þ ions in the third layer of the F-Ca-F triple-layer as

it has been proposed earlier.17 We further propose that the

step forming Ca2þ ions are the key to the positive potential

found at type II step edges. As they protrude from the step

edge and their charge is only compensated by adjacent F�

ions mostly located in the 3rd layer, a dipole is formed with

its positive end pointing out of the step edge. The contrast in

KPFM is a result of the row of such dipoles providing a posi-

tive surface potential, although, type IIa steps are stoichiomet-

ric. Note that the number of protruding Ca2þ ions and, hence,

the dipole strength increases with step height explaining that a

stronger KPFM contrast is observed for higher ledges.

Worth mentioning are the 2-fold coordinated fluorine

ions in front of the type II steps: Due to their very low coor-

dination (2-fold) their removal is facilitated, especially dur-

ing the cleavage process. A complete clearance of these

fluorines results in a non-stoichiometric step with a strong

positive charge as represented by the model type IIb shown

in Figs. 4 and 1(c). Such a high positive charge at a step

needs to be compensated, which can be principally accom-

plished by fluorine interstitials below the surface forming a

Frenkel-Debye layer with a dipole orientation opposite to the

one described above. We anticipate, however, that the non-

stoichiometry of IIb steps is restricted to a few individual

step or kink sites only since we generally observe small sur-

face potential differences of around 100 mV.

In quest of evidence for the presence of low-coordinated

Ca2þ ions at type II steps, we perform atomically resolved

NC-AFM imaging right at a step edge applying an imaging

mode enhancing the cation lattice.28 To obtain the respective

results shown in Fig. 5(a), scanning is performed in a quasi-

constant height manner by choosing a very slow topography

feedback loop.19 When adjusting the tip-surface distance to a

very small value, the cation lattice appears with a strong con-

trast of dark circular spots, which clearly identifies the Ca2þ

lattice positions on a bright background formed by the anion

sub-lattices. The dark spots result from a repulsive interac-

tion of a positively terminated tip with the cations.27,28 The

contrast effect is enhanced by the imaging plane being

slightly tilted with respect to the surface plane so that the

described imaging conditions are present only at the ledge

and in a small adjacent stripe on the upper terrace. This

image yields direct atomic scale evidence that the investi-

gated cleavage ledge is composed of straight segments paral-

lel to h�110i directions. The corresponding decomposition in

type I and type II segments is illustrated in the model of the

step structure shown in Fig. 5(b). While the apparent lattice

is overall regular and rather perfect, single vacancy defects

marked by arrows in Fig. 5(a) appear right at the step edge.

As illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and 1(c), we propose that they are

missing pairs of 5-fold coordinated Ca2þ and 2-fold coordi-

nated F� ions in the bordering row, a feature resulting in a

negative local charge at the defective sites. The occurrence

of such cation vacancies together with the presence of type I

sections can explain that the otherwise uniformly bright

KPFM contrast of type II ledges is found to be interrupted by

dark sections as it is seen, for instance, in Figs. 2(b) and

3(b). Note that removing a protruding Ca2þ ion from a type

II step costs much less energy than the formation of a cation

vacancy in the bulk or on a terrace32 due to the lower coordi-

nation of the Ca2þ ion at the step.

Within the presented model, we can explain all of our

experimental findings. The neutrality or slightly negative

potential found at type I ledges is due to the compact struc-

ture of this type of step edge and a small amount of attached

fluorine ions compensated by the formation of a Frenkel-

Debye layer in the vicinity of the step edge. The positive

potential found at type II ledges is due to dipoles formed by

exposed and low coordinated Ca2þ ions whereas the appa-

rent inhomogeneity of type II ledges is caused either by the

nanoscale sectioning into type I and type II regions or by

Ca2þF� defects. This model describes the situation of a

stepped surface that is overall stoichiometric and neutral

with individual local charges compensated locally by the

Frenkel-Debye mechanism. Note that this has to be

FIG. 5. (a) Quasi-constant height NC-AFM image of a step structure reveal-

ing the Ca2þ sub-lattice as dark spots. Missing Ca2þ ions are tagged by

white arrows. (b) Model of the step structure from frame (a). The color code

to denote ions is the same as the one introduced in Figs.1 and 4.
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discriminated from the situation, which can be found on a

freshly cleaved surface not subjected to annealing. Experi-

ence from a large number of cleavage experiments shows

that a fluorite surface may be overall positively or negatively

charged right after cleavage of the crystal. In this case, the

applied bias voltage varies from values of a few volts to

more than 100 V depending on the cleaving conditions that

are to a large extent unpredictable and uncontrollable. This

charge may be preserved over very long periods (days or

weeks) or may decay rapidly, specifically when the ionic

conductivity is increased by heating the crystal.15,25 In con-

trast, for a perfectly cleaved surface, on which atomically

flat terraces extending over many lm2 can be found, the

overall surface potential is virtually zero right after cleaving

(no annealing). This clearly points to the key role ledges

play for the surface potential of cleaved fluorite. Here, we

have shown that for the relaxed situation, the nanoscale com-

position of cleavage ledges from different types of step edges

is consistently reflected in variations of the local surface

potential found at step edges and kink sites.
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